
     
 

U.S. Department 

of Transportation                  General Counsel                    1200 New Jersey Ave. S.E. 

                                         Washington, D.C. 20590 

 

Office of the Secretary  

of Transportation 

 

November 6, 2020 

 

The Honorable Ajit Pai 

Chairman, Federal Communications Commission 

45 L Street, N.E. 

Washington, D.C.  20554 

 

Re: First Report and Order, Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, and 

 Order of Proposed Modification from the Federal Communications Commission 

 In the Matter of Use of the 5.850-5.925 GHz Band (ET Docket No. 19-138) 

 

Dear Chairman Pai: 

 

The Department of Transportation (DOT or Department) has carefully reviewed the above-

referenced decision of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC or the Commission), 

which has been published for consideration at FCC’s November 18, 2020 public meeting.  DOT 

continues to appreciate FCC’s consideration of the issues in this proceeding, in which critical 

American interests are at stake.  The 5.9 GHz “Safety Band” is vitally important to DOT and to 

the public, given the role of Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communications in saving lives, 

reducing injuries, and relieving traffic congestion on our Nation’s roadways. 

 

As you know, over the course of this proceeding, DOT has submitted several rounds of 

comments to FCC and to the National Telecommunications and Information Administration 

(NTIA) to express our concerns, and to explain in detail the adverse consequences of the 

Commission’s approach on our Nation’s transportation system.  Although FCC has adopted 

some minor modifications to its decision, it has not addressed any of DOT’s main objections.  

On the contrary, FCC has substituted its judgment for DOT’s on questions of transportation 

safety, and has declined the Department’s offers to collaborate more closely with other key 

stakeholders on a workable solution for the Safety Band.  As a result, the Commission’s decision 

suffers from numerous deficiencies—some of which have become even more pronounced as this 

proceeding has unfolded. 

 

As DOT’s concerns remain essentially the same, we will not repeat them here in detail, but will 

highlight the major problems that we have identified with the Commission’s reallocation plan.  

In addition, we have enclosed the following:  (1) a letter from the Secretary of Transportation, 

Elaine L. Chao, dated October 15, 2020, to NTIA; (2) my previous letter to NTIA, dated 

October 8, 2020; and (3) an addendum that details the issues the Department has identified in 

specific sections in the Commission’s decision that warrant further consideration, based upon our 
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expertise and review of the record.  These materials explain DOT’s consistent positions on the 

issues in this proceeding, and demonstrate our commitment to V2X innovation and deployment. 

 

In particular, DOT asks the Commission to revisit its approach in light of the following concerns: 

 

1. FCC’s reallocation of the 5.9 GHz Band is unworkable and undermines innovation in 

transportation safety.  As DOT has previously explained, the Commission is disrupting a 

V2X ecosystem that is over two decades in the making, and which continues to evolve at a 

rapid pace.  DOT remains convinced that all 75 megahertz (MHz) of spectrum previously 

allocated for V2X should remain available for that purpose.  Reducing that allocation by 

more than half, to 30 MHz, jeopardizes both the existing deployment of, and innovation in, 

V2X technology.  DOT also disagrees with FCC’s conclusion that 30 MHz is adequate for 

V2X, given the availability of other commercially available services and technologies.  In 

our view, and as a matter of transportation safety, the record is far too thin to support that 

conclusion.  Notwithstanding the comments of telecommunications stakeholders, the 

Department disagrees that there is sufficient evidence to demonstrate that 30 MHz will 

suffice to support a safety-driven ecosystem like the one in which DOT and other 

stakeholders have invested.  Furthermore, as we previously explained, until the Commission 

resolves concerns about interference from Wi-Fi operations, the actual amount of spectrum 

available for V2X may be much less than FCC anticipates, or perhaps none at all. 

 

2. FCC has prematurely chosen an unproven technology “winner.”  FCC is compounding the 

harm to V2X by choosing to cast aside Dedicated Short-Range Communications (DSRC), a 

proven technology that has already been deployed in vehicles and infrastructure across the 

country, and to adopt cellular vehicle-to-everything (CV2X) as the sole permissible 

technology to support V2X applications.  The Department again disagrees with FCC that the 

record supports this momentous shift.  On the contrary, State transportation authorities, 

safety advocates, and other stakeholders have objected to this rearrangement in light of the 

adverse impact upon existing DSRC deployments.  DOT agrees that Federal agencies should 

foster, rather than inhibit, innovation, and that technological developments should inform the 

regulatory approach.  However, we are wary of picking “winners,” particularly on the basis 

of such scant evidence.  This is particularly so where safety is at issue, and where stakeholder 

expectations will be upended. 

 

3. FCC undervalues the transportation safety benefits of the 5.9 GHz Band, and 

underestimates the cost and disruption that will result here.  Although FCC has provided 

some analysis of the Wi-Fi benefits of its decision, the Commission still does not address the 

loss of safety benefits that will result.  We remain puzzled as to how the Commission can 

fully consider the impact of its action without properly accounting for this factor.  

Furthermore, FCC continues to give short shrift to the cost to stakeholders to transition to the 

new regulatory environment, including the cost to retrofit existing equipment and to 

reorganize operations.  Although we recognize FCC’s authority to modify or to terminate 

licenses, that authority should also be exercised carefully, and in consideration of the public 

interest concerns that drive V2X installations nationwide. 
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For these reasons, and for the reasons explained in our prior submissions, we continue to urge the 

Commission to pause this proceeding and to reengage with DOT and other stakeholders on a 

lasting solution.  We look forward to the opportunity for further dialogue. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Steven G. Bradbury 

General Counsel (and performing the functions and duties of Deputy Secretary) 

 

Enclosures 























































     
 

U.S. Department 

of Transportation                  General Counsel                    1200 New Jersey Ave. S.E. 

                                         Washington, D.C. 20590 

 

Office of the Secretary  

of Transportation 

 

October 8, 2020 

VIA E-MAIL 

Adam Candeub 

Acting Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Communications and Information 

National Telecommunications and Information Administration 

1401 Constitution Ave., N.W. 

Washington, D.C.  20230 

 

Re:  

 Federal Communications Commission 

 In the Matter of Use of the 5.850-5.925 GHz Band 

 ET Docket No. 19-138 

 

Dear Mr. Candeub: 

 

 

  DOT appreciates the opportunity to work with 

FCC, the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), and other 

public and private stakeholders on the important issues   DOT has been 

closely engaged in this proceeding and provided an extensive set of comments on the Commis-

sion’s earlier proposal.1  The Department remains keenly interested in FCC’s decision-making 

process and stands ready to provide additional technical support and resources to aid the 

Commission.  In particular, DOT can provide a clearer understanding of current and future 

Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communications so that FCC can determine how best to allocate 

this scarce spectrum in the public interest.   

                                                           
1 Letter from Steven G. Bradbury, General Counsel, U.S. Dep’t of Transportation, to Douglas Kinkoph, 

Associate Administrator, NTIA (Mar. 9, 2020); Letter from Steven G. Bradbury, General Counsel, U.S. 

Dep’t of Transportation, to Hon. Ajit Pai, Chairman, FCC (Mar. 9, 2020) (includes "Supplemental 

Technical Comments"); Letter from Elaine L. Chao, Secretary, U.S. Dep’t of Transportation, to Hon. Ajit 

Pai, Chairman, FCC (Nov. 20, 2019) (includes memorandum with appendices) located at:  

https://ecfsapi.fcc.gov/file/10313251510165/5.850-

5.925%20GHz%20Band%2C%20ET%20Dkt%20No.%2019-138.pdf. 
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V2X innovations are expected to play a key role in reducing the number of fatalities, injuries, 

and other social costs of motor vehicle crashes, which remains the Department’s overarching 

priority.  According to the most recent annual crash statistics (from 2018), our Nation faces over 

6 million police-reported vehicle crashes per year, which resulted in 36,560 lives lost and over 

2.7 million injuries; 4,807,058 of these crashes resulted in property damage.2  These crashes 

translate into an annual economic harm to the Nation of approximately $300 billion in direct 

costs and over $800 billion when accounting for the loss of life, injuries, and other quality-of-life 

factors.3  The Department continues to believe that V2X communications will play a significant 

role in reducing these crashes, particularly crashes involving conditions that remain challenging 

for vehicle-based technologies, such as radar, LIDAR, or cameras.  Furthermore, numerous 

Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) applications already exist that can help to reduce congestion, 

which, based on estimates from the transportation industry, leads to over $166 billion in annual 

costs,4 and will also assist States in enhancing the performance and safety of their existing 

roadway infrastructure. 

 

DOT recognizes the growing demand for wireless broadband access to support Wi-Fi devices 

that Americans use at home, at school, and at work.  To that end, DOT took note of the 

Commission’s recent allocation of 1200 MHz in the 6 GHz band specifically for meeting this 

demand.5  However, with regard to the 5.9 GHz band of spectrum (the “Safety Band”), providing 

additional Wi-Fi access should not come at the expense of transportation and public safety—

particularly when doing so will upend innovation and investment and sow significant uncertainty 

about the future of connected vehicle technology and transportation safety for America.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2 Statistics generated from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) query tool at: 

https://cdan.nhtsa.gov/guery. 

3 For the methodology used to determine costs, see Blincoe, L. J., Miller, T. R., Zaloshnja, E., & 

Lawrence, B. A. (May 2015).  The economic and societal impact of motor vehicle crashes, 2010. 

(Revised) (Report No. DOT HS 812 013).  Washington, D.C:  National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration, at: https://crashstats.nhtsa.dot.gov/Api/Public/ViewPublication/8 12013. 

4 Statistics from Urban Mobility Report by Texas A&M Transportation Institute with cooperation from 

INRIX at: 

https://static.tti.tamu.edu/tti.tamu.eduldocuments/mobility-report-20 19.pdf, pages 2 and 10.  

5 FCC Adopts New Rules For The 6 GHz Band, Unleashing 1,200 Megahertz Of Spectrum For 

Unlicensed Use, adopted on April 23, 2020, issued on April 23, 2020, at: 

https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-opens-6-ghz-band-wi-fi-and-other-unlicensed-uses. 
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  The Commission takes this action over the objections of the 

nearly 90 percent of commenters who filed responses on the docket, and who have been working 

in the V2X space for decades.   

 

 

We regret that FCC has chosen not to accept any of DOT’s inputs or to work with our safety 

experts, as well as with members of the auto industry, States, municipalities, safety 

organizations, and many others who commented in this proceeding.  The Department agrees with 

these stakeholders that this particular spectrum band remains critical to the future of connected 

and automated transportation and the safety of Americans traveling on our Nation’s roads.  

Without repeating each of the detailed comments that the Department provided to the 

Commission at earlier stages,  

 

 

In sum, the Department’s major concerns, conclusions and recommendations are as follows: 

• FCC should preserve the entire 5.9 GHz Safety Band for V2X purposes.  DOT, State and 

local authorities, and automotive industry stakeholders are unified around the need for at 

least 75 MHz of spectrum dedicated for V2X communications to support the Nation’s 

transportation safety and mobility needs now and in the future.  DOT offered an analysis of 

this issue in prior comments, and the point was recently reinforced by many stakeholders in 

their docket filings, but specifically by Continental Automotive Systems’ presentation to the 

FCC of a detailed analysis of advanced communication requirements.6  Further, an 

examination of spectrum reserved for V2X communications by other countries reinforces the 

need for adequate bandwidth, as well as the negative impact on international competitiveness 

in transportation efficiency and safety products that would result from a highly constrained 

(30 MHz) V2X spectrum environment in the U.S. 

•   Research 

recently presented to FCC by an industry consortium (Crash Avoidance Metrics Partners, 

LLC, or CAMP) shows that unlicensed UNII-4 devices operating in the lower 45 MHz of the 

Safety Band will cause significant interference to  V2X communications devices, potentially 

                                                           
6 See Notice of Ex Parte: Use of the 5.850-5.925 GHz Band, ET Docket No. 19-138, October 1, 2020, 

located at:  

https://ecfsapi.fcc.gov/file/1001764119686/Ex%20Parte%20Notice%20of%20October%201%20Meeting

%20with%20Erin%20McGrath.pdf; Notice of Ex Parte: Use of the 5.850-5.925 GHz Band, ET Docket 

No. 19-138, September 30, 2020, located at:  

https://ecfsapi.fcc.gov/file/1093066727652/Ex%20Parte%20Notice%20of%20September%2028%20Meet

ing%20with%20Umair%20Javed.pdf; Public Comment: Use of the 5.850-5.925 GHz Band, ET Docket 

No. 19-138, March 9, 2020, located at: 

https://ecfsapi.fcc.gov/file/10310257413231/Comment_Continental_(ET%20Docket%20No.%2019-

138)_3.09.2020.pdf. 
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making V2X technologies unusable for safety-of-life communications.7  Further, this analysis 

does not consider the potential for additional interference from unlicensed UNII-5 devices 

that will operate in the 1200 MHz band just above the Safety Band and that was recently 

reassigned by FCC for such purposes.  

 

 

 

• Allow the market to determine the most appropriate technology for V2X.   

 

  While CV2X shows promise, it is still not fully test-proven—particularly 

with respect to performance in real-world congested environments.  Furthermore, true 5G-

based device-to-device communication protocols have recently been adopted by the 3rd 

Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), and such technology may have advantages over 

either Dedicated Short-Range Communications (DSRC) or CV2X.  The marketplace—i.e., 

those entities destined to build, operate and warrant products that use the spectrum in 

question—should be given the opportunity to innovate in technologies for moving forward 

with V2X. 

• Recommended next steps.  DOT again urges the Commission to pause this proceeding and to 

return to working with the Department, the auto and infrastructure industries, transportation 

safety experts, and other stakeholders through a collaborative and transparent process, 

perhaps a negotiated rulemaking, to develop a better, more sustainable solution for the 5.9 

GHz Safety Band.  Such a collaborative process need not be protracted or open-ended, as we 

also recognize the significant opportunity cost from under-utilization of this valuable 

resource.  FCC has participated in similar collaborative processes that have resulted in 

successful spectrum regulatory actions, and we would propose that similar processes be 

followed for the 5.9 GHz band.  We would welcome the opportunity to meet to discuss these 

comments in greater detail, and are committed to supporting a collaborative process. 

Analysis of the Department’s Concerns  

I.  

 

 advances rules that do not meet the basic conditions necessary for transportation 

safety communications.  Instead, the Commission has not addressed the most significant 

comments and objections filed in the docket, and  misapprehends how V2X 

cooperative messages work.  These shortcomings include the following: 

                                                           
7 Notice of Ex Parte: Use of the 5.850-5.925 GHz Band, ET Docket No. 19-138, October 1, 2020, located 

at:  https://ecfsapi.fcc.gov/file/1002750125594/5GAA%20C-

V2X%20Consortium%20Testing%20Presentation%20w%20Attachment.pdf. 
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•  

 

 

• The technical framework that the Commission plans to adopt would cause unacceptable 

interference with V2X devices.  This is particularly of concern with regard to the outdoor 

device parameters for unlicensed national information infrastructure (UNII).  DOT laboratory 

testing, as well as work performed by industry experts, demonstrates this danger, and has 

been made available to the Commission in the docket.9  In particular, DOT calls the 

Commission’s attention to test results using the proposed UNII parameters in a recent filing 

by CAMP.10  These results show significant interference that FCC ignores, and for which the 

Commission provides no effective form of mitigation.  

•  

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

•    

                                                           
  

 

9 Located at:  https://www.fcc.gov/ecfs/search/filings?limit=25&offset=50&proceedings_name=19-

138&sort=date_disseminated,DESC. 

10 Located at: https://ecfsapi.fcc.gov/file/1002750125594/5GAA%20C-

V2X%20Consortium%20Testing%20Presentation%20w%20Attachment.pdf.  
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• FCC offers no data or test findings that document that 30 MHz of spectrum is adequate to 

provide appropriate level of safety. 

Finally, we note that the Commission has not offered data or test findings to assure investors and 

stakeholders that the remaining 30 MHz of spectrum in the Safety Band will be protected against 

harmful interference from unlicensed devices in the neighboring spectrum bands.  Absent such 

assurances, the Commission’s decision to preserve 30 MHz for V2X is illusory.  What remains 

might effectively be much less than 30 MHz, and perhaps little to no usable spectrum from a 

functional perspective. 

II. FCC Has Failed to Give Sufficient Weight to DOT’s Comments and Expertise. 

 

 

  These 

decisions, which relate to transportation safety, mobility, and architecture, are squarely within 

the Department’s expertise, and DOT respectfully disagrees with FCC’s assumptions and 

conclusions about these issues.  Neither the Commission nor DOT has tested, much less 

evaluated, CV2X with real-world, challenging transportation use cases.  For the reasons 

discussed here, DOT does not share the Commission’s confidence in the adoption of an untested 

technology as the sole form of connected vehicle technology, a decision outside of FCC’s 

purview and expertise.  Furthermore, the Department has done extensive testing in laboratories 

and in the field with real vehicles and commercial-scale devices under different weather and 

geographic conditions for three years to ensure that our approach is well founded on validated 

data.   

Based on this experience and results (documented on our publicly available Safety Band 

website12 and discussed in the Department’s previously filed comments), DOT is concerned that 

 is based upon premature and unrealistic assumptions about safety in a rapidly 

moving, ever-changing vehicular environment.  At a minimum, further examination of open 

questions and testing of any new technology or band plan is both critical and necessary when 

developing rules for technology intended for use with crash-imminent safety-of-life implications. 

III. FCC Creates Significant Risk for the Transportation Industry in Choosing CV2X as the 

Sole Technology for Connected Vehicle Applications. 

The Commission is misguided in adopting CV2X as the sole form of connected vehicle 

technology and in jettisoning all DSRC technologies.  DSRC is well proven and mature, and is 

already being used in the real world in vehicles and infrastructure.  As noted above, the choice of 

using CV2X exclusively is not based on sufficient evidence of safe performance under truly 

challenging transportation conditions—the types of conditions that tend to result in crashes. 

The Commission is aware, and the record makes clear, that a variety of stakeholders have 

invested significantly in DSRC and have implemented it in vehicles and infrastructure across the 

                                                           
12 Located at https://www.transportation.gov/content/safety-band.  
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• Once FCC does establish an appropriate baseline, the Commission would need to explain 

why produces the net benefits relative to the status quo.  To do so, FCC will 

need to provide a more detailed explanation of the magnitude, timing, and uncertainty of the 

benefits and costs.  Such an analysis would provide the public with a better understanding of 

how FCC made the tradeoffs inherent in this action, most prominently, how the Commission 

weigh the short term economic benefits of allocating the spectrum to Wi-Fi over the longer-

term safety and other transportation benefits of continuing the current allocation.  The 

analysis also does not discuss regulatory alternatives, which is a crucial component of a 

strong regulatory analysis, as it forces an agency to explain why its preferred approach 

maximizes net societal benefits.  

•  

 

  

  The Department will not repeat here the detailed comments provided to the 

Commission’s earlier proposal, nor those provided by other transportation stakeholders, but 

the record makes clear that there will be safety and other transportation benefits of V2X once 

it becomes deployed, as was beginning to happen prior to FCC’s initiation of this 

rulemaking.  

•  

 

 

 

  Further, the Department and other commenters, 

particularly Continental, have provided significant evidence that the full 75 MHz will play an 

important part in a connected and automated future. 

•  

  

The analysis in the V2V NPRM was limited only to V2V, not any other uses of the 5.9 GHz 

spectrum, and quantified only benefits associated with two safety applications whose 

functions were least likely to be replicated by in-vehicle technologies.   

 

 

 

  NHTSA’s NPRM always recognized the broader uses of the 5.9 GHz Safety 

Band. 

•  the harmful effect  will have on police, fire, 

emergency rescue, and other first responders, and their ability to deliver their public safety 

mission, as per the numerous comments filed in the docket. 
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Furthermore, FCC does not properly account for other technical options that offer orders of 

magnitude more data transfer capacity than can be achieved by reallocating the lower 45 MHz of 

the 5.9 GHz band.  FCC is aware of data throughput, economic, and spectral efficiency gains that 

can be achieved in current Wi-Fi bands by vigorously adopting newer Wi-Fi technologies such 

as massive multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) methods and Dynamic Frequency 

Selection (DFS) to more effectively use existing spectrum.   

 is disproven by DFS routers 

currently on the market today at typical consumer prices. 

VI. A Transition to CV2X in the Upper 30 MHz Is More Complicated . 

As we have explained previously, the buildout of transportation environments is based on long-

term investment commitments, which move at a different pace than the market for consumer 

wireless devices and their associated communications standards.  This fact has obvious 

implications for the speed at which transportation providers can deploy V2X at scale.  In 

addition, public officials must wait until new V2X technologies are sufficiently mature and 

available in commercial markets to justify long-term investments.  Before long-term V2X 

investments can be made in infrastructure, new technologies must first be tested and proven safe 

and effective, including providing assurance that the technology is free from spectrum 

interference and achieves the required latency.  

 

 

 

  Instead, the evidence 

before the Commission strongly suggest that any transition will be costly and take significant 

time.   

  DOT 

further notes that if costs of transitioning are not covered by external (including Federal) 

funding, the likelihood of current sites making the change is low.   

                                                           
13 For example, “Analysts suggest more than 316 million Wi-Fi 6E devices will enter the market in 2021, 

with the first Wi-Fi 6E access points available as soon as Q4 2020,”  FCC opens up more bandwidth for 

Wi-Fi traffic in unanimous, enthusiastic vote, April 23, 2020, at:  

https://www.techrepublic.com/article/fcc-opens-up-more-bandwidth-for-wi-fi-traffic-in-unanimous-

enthusiastic-vote/.  
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Conclusion 

DOT reaffirms the importance of promoting transportation safety and other V2X benefits, and 

sees a continuing and expanding role for the 75 MHz in the 5.9 GHz Safety Band as part of a 

larger ecosystem enabling V2X services and providing critical benefits to the American public.  

DOT and FCC agree that there are certain functions that are well-suited for the 5.9 GHz band—

including non-line-of-site applications, certain V2I applications, and (emerging soon on the 

market) cooperative maneuvering and other cooperative automated driving systems.  The entire 

75 MHz of the Safety Band was allocated to be a critical part of securing improved 

transportation safety applications in the coming years.  

In earlier comments, DOT pointed out that FCC’s reallocation of a fraction of the 5.9 GHz 

Safety Band would be insufficient even to accomplish the Commission’s own purposes, given 

the risk of harmful interference to V2X applications.   
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We appreciate your attention to DOT’s comments and concerns in this proceeding.   

 we welcome the 

opportunity to discuss the issues here in more detail. 

Sincerely, 

 
Steven G. Bradbury 

General Counsel (and performing the functions and duties of Deputy Secretary) 

 

cc:  Doug Kinkoph, NTIA 

Peter Tenhula, NTIA  

Ed Drocella,, NTIA 

 




